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Norris Kickoff Quizbowl
Round 3
Instructions: During the first 10 minutes of each match, use the tossup-bonus format with 10 points for each tossup and five points for each bonus.  The tossups and bonuses are related, so skip the bonus if no one gets the tossup correct. Tossups should be answered without stalling as soon as the player has been recognized.  Teams may consult only on bonuses and the team must complete their answer within 20 seconds.
Tossup - Bonus Round
1
2
Tossup #1. This group of seed plants includes some record breakers -- the worlds oldest tree and the world's tallest tree.  What is this division of the plant kingdom who's name translates as "naked seed"?
Answer: gymnosperms
10
10
Bonus #1. The other division of plants are called angiosperms.  What does angiosperm mean?
Answer: flowering plant
5
5



Tossup #1. For the last few years he has been the only black, Republican congressman.  What Oklahoma congressman recently announced he would not seek reelection?
Answer: J.C. Watts
10
10
Bonus #1. What non-political activity gave J.C. Watts excellent name recognition in Oklahoma?
Answer: He played quarterback for the Oklahoma Sooner football team.
5
5



Tossup #2. In this diagnostic process, a needle is inserted through the uterine wall and fluids are withdrawn.  What is the name of this process that may be used to detect genetic disease as well as the sex of the baby?
Answer: Amniocentisis
10
10
Bonus #2. What other diagnostic technique samples cells of the placenta and can be used much earlier in the pregnancy than amniocentisis?
Answer: chorionic villus sampling  (accept CVS)
5
5



Tossup #3. This is the important industrial chemical.  Shipped in railroad cars in a concentrated form this hydrated nonmetal oxide consists of hydrogen, oxygen and sulfur.  What is the name of this most common acid in the world?
Answer: Sulfuric Acid
10
10
Bonus #3. What is the most important industrial base?  This base used to be obtained from ashes and used in the production of soap by pioneers?
Answer: Lye  or Sodium Hydroxide
5
5



Tossup #4. We've heard of the San Andreas fault.  The Pacific plate is moving north relative to the North American plate.  What word describes this type of fault?
Answer: Transverse
10
10
Bonus #4. The west coast of South America is the site of the Andes mountains.  Here the Pacific plate is sinking beneath the South American plate.  What word describes the sinking motion?
Answer: Subduction
5
5



Tossup #5. Examples of these include Cenozoic, Paleozoic, Precambrian and Mesozoic.  What name is given to the largest unit on the geologic time scale?
Answer: Era
10
10
Bonus #5. Which of the four eras are we part of now?
Answer: Cenozoic
5
5



Tossup #6. Abe Lincoln was born in a log cabin.  What is the value of the logarithm of the number 8 base 1/2?
Answer: -3  (negative 3)
10
10
Bonus #6. What is the value of the base two logarithm of the expression 66 mod 8?
Answer: one
5
5



Tossup #7. The Plot:  Lennie and George want to settle down and buy a farm.  The go to work on a farm where Curly lives.  George accidently kills Curly's wife and Lennie mercifully shoots him in the head before the lynch party arrives.  What is this book title?
Answer: Of Mice and Men
10
10
Bonus #7. Who is the author of "Of Mice and Men"?
Answer: John Steinbeck
5
5



Tossup #8. One morning Gregor Samsa awakes to find himself inexplicably transformed into a giant bug.  What novel details the subsequent discrimination that Gregor's family feels toward their live-in cockroach?
Answer: The Metamorphosis
10
10
Bonus #8. Who is the author of The Metamorphosis?
Answer: Franz Kafka
5
5



Tossup #9. This law, part of the Compromise of 1850, allowed slaveholders to take slaves into free territory and required free states to assist in the return of slaves to their owners in the south.
Answer: Fugitive Slave Law
10
10
Bonus #9. This 1854 law, which led to the formation of the Republican party, left the issue of slavery in the territories up to the voters in that state.
Answer: Kansas-Nebraska Act
5
5



Tossup #10. He ruled in England from 1649 to 1660, but he was not a king.  A better description would be a military dictator.  Who was this Puritan leader who had Charles I executed?
Answer: Oliver Cromwell
10
10
Bonus #10. What name was given to the act of bringing back the monarchy after Cromwell's death in 1660?
Answer: The Restoration
5
5



Tossup #11. This movement included ideas like deism, toleration, reform and change.  It emerged in France and England in the eighteenth century and included people like Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Newton.  What name is given to this reform movement?
Answer: The Enlightenment
10
10
Bonus #11. His most novel idea was that man was born as a tabula rasa or blank slate and that he was shaped by his experiences.  His new psychology implied that man was in charge of himself.  Who was this Englishman who was one of the bright lights of the enlightenment?
Answer: John Locke
5
5



Tossup #12. Please load art selection number 11.  Shown is a well-known piece of sculpture called "The Kiss".  What is the nationality of its creator?
Answer: French
10
10
Bonus #12. This French sculptor also created other well-known sculptures such as "The Thinker" and "The Burgers of Calais".  Identify this sculptor by name.
Answer: Auguste Rodin
5
5



Tossup #13. Here we are in winter again, feeling kind of depressed.  Psychologists say we have an ailment called SAD which can be treated with bright lights.  What phrase is abbreviated as SAD?
Answer: Seasonal Affective Disorder
10
10
Bonus #13. SAD may be caused by a disruption of certain daily rhythms that govern things like sleepiness, body temperature, and blood sugar.  What name derived from latin for "around a day" is given to these rhythms?
Answer: Circadian
5
5



Tossup #14. The Supreme court legalized abortion in the Roe vs. Wade case.  Within five years, when did it make this decision?
Answer: 1973
10
10
Bonus #14. From what state did the Roe vs. Wade case originate?
Answer: Texas
5
5



Tossup #15. This Mediterranean Island nearly blocks ship traffic between Tunisia and Italy.  Containing such cities as Palermo and Messina, this strategically important island was the site of some of General Patton's WW II triumphs.  What island is this?
Answer: Sicily
10
10
Bonus #15. Traveling up the boot of Italy from Sicily, you will pass close to Mt. Vesuvius and this nearby Italian city that is always threatened by volcanic disaster.
Answer: Naples
5
5



Tossup #16. Among its subjects are the McCarthy hearings, the development of polio vaccine, and the moves to California of the New York Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers.  For a quick 10 points, name this 1989 College Bowl anthem by Billy Joel.
Answer: We Didn't Start the Fire
10
10
Bonus #16. Save The Life of My Child, The Dangling Conversation, A Poem on the Underground Wall, Flowers Never Bend With the Rainfall, America,
and Homeward Bound are all songs, FTP, by what duo, who broke up after contributing Sounds of Silence and Mrs. Robinson to the Graduate
soundtrack.
Answer: Simon and Garfunkle
5
5



Tossup #18. These gods were the children of Uranus and Gaea, but were overthrown by Zeus and his siblings. Today, the only moon in the solar system with an atomsphere shares its name with this family of gods.  Who were they?
Answer: Titans
10
10
Bonus #18. Which of the planets is named for a Roman god identified as the son of Uranus and the father of Zeus?
Answer: Saturn
5
5



Tossup #18. They included Thomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, Duns Scotus and William of Occam.  They attempted to fuse philosophy and religion and often found themselves creating proofs for the existence of God.  What medieval philosophical movement gave the name to the middle division of the Academic Decathlon?
Answer: Scholasticism or Scholastics
10
10
Bonus #18. In the enlightenment period, Scholasticism began to be replaced by a revival of a different Greek school of thought.  This group doubted what could be known.  The name of this school of thought is today a common term for someone who doubts much of what others say.  What was this school?
Answer: Skeptics
5
5





Instructions: During the last 5 minutes of each match, use the 'Blitz' format with 10 points for each tossup and no bonus. All answers must be answered without stalling.
Blitz Round - All 10 Point Tossups
1
1
Name the Shakespeare play from characters appearing in it.


Tossup #19. Banquo, Duncan, Fleance
Answer: Macbeth
10
10
Tossup #20. Hippolyta, Oberon, Bottom
Answer: A Midsummer Night's Dream
10
10
Tossup #21. Claudio, Angelo, Lodowick, Juliet
Answer: Measure for Measure
10
10
Tossup #22. Claudius, Polonius, Gertrude, Laertes, Ophelia
Answer: Hamlet
10
10
Tossup #23. Bassanio, Antonio, Portia, Shylock
Answer: The Merchant of Venice
10
10



Identify the following Jane Austen novels from brief plot descriptions.


Tossup #24. It is a response to the popular "Gothic horror" novels and depicts impressionable Catherine drawing false conclusions about a mysterious building.
Answer: Northanger Abbey
10
10
Tossup #25. This novel focuses on the efforts of Mrs. Bennet to get her five daughters married.
Answer: Pride and Prejudice
10
10
Tossup #26. The novel focuses on Miss Woodhouse‚s attempt to make a suitable match for her friend who is the illegitimate daughter of a tradesman.
Answer: Emma
10
10



Answer these questions about optics.


Tossup #27. Huygens’ principle, that every point on a wavefront is the source of a new spherical wavefront, predicts this phenomenon where a wave passing through a slot will spread out on the other side.
Answer: diffraction
10
10
Tossup #28. This is the term for the change in direction of a ray of light when it passes from one medium to another.
Answer: refraction
10
10
Tossup #29. This law states that the product of the index of refraction with the sine of the angle between a light ray and the normal to a surface it strikes remains constant as the light ray crosses the surface.
Answer: Snell’s Law
10
10



Identify these medical problems.


Tossup #30. This term is given to the sensation of noise in the ear when no sound is present.  Although it is regularly associated with hearing loss, it can be a symptom of diseases unrelated to the ear.
Answer: Tinnitus
10
10
Tossup #31. This disease can be caused by a virus or by bacteria and typically disappears with antibiotics or rest, steam and liquids for the viral form.  Hoarseness caused by the chronic form of this disease can result from alcoholism, smoking, or allergies.
Answer: Laryngitis
10
10
Tossup #32. This lung disease is called chronic obstruction pulmonary disease and occurs when the air sacs of the lungs rupture.  It is typically caused by smoking, although heredity and pre-existing asthma may also be factors in its contraction.
Answer: Emphysema
10
10



Name these advisors of John F. Kennedy.


Tossup #33. Kennedy's Secretary of State, he opposed the diplomatic recognition of China and was a hawkish supporter of the Vietnam War.
Answer: Dean Rusk
10
10
Tossup #34. At one time the chief U.S. delegate to the United Nations, he was an unsuccessful presidential candidate in 1952 and 1956. 
Answer: Adlai Ewing Stevenson
10
10
Tossup #35. Briefly president of the Ford Motor Company, he altered U.S. military policy from Eisenhower's "massive retaliation" to a "flexible response" policy emphasizing counterinsurgency.  He later served as president of the World Bank, and apologized for his role in promoting the Vietnam War.
Answer: Robert Strange McNamara
10
10



Answer the following questions about the French revolution.


Tossup #36. When Louis XVI forbade the National Assembly from using its normal meeting place, it convened at a sports venue and took this 1789 oath never to disband until France had been granted a constitution. 
Answer: the Oath of the Tennis Court (or Jeu de Paume)
10
10
Tossup #37. He dominated the Committee of Public Safety, which was responsible for the reign of terror. Overthrown by the Convention on July 27, 1794, he was sent to the guillotine without trial.
Answer: Max Robespierre
10
10
Tossup #38. Created by the Constitution of 1795, it consisted of five men elected by the Council of Five Hundred and the Council of the Elders. After four years of corruption and bankruptcy, it was overthrown by Napoleon Bonaparte.
Answer: the Directory (or Directoire)
10
10



Identify these 20th-century art movements for


Tossup #39. The name of this movement means "wild beast" and it was led by Henri Matisse.  Its members developed a radical, post-Impressionist style characterized by violent color and bold distortions.
Answer: Fauvism or the Fauves
10
10
Tossup #40. Followers of this style used commercial products as subjects for their works.  Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, and Andy Warhol are among the most famous members of this movement.
Answer: Pop Art
10
10
Tossup #41. A further development of Collage, Cubism and Dada, this movement stresses the weird, the fantastic, and the dreamworld of the subconscious.
Answer: Surrealism
10
10
Tossup #42. A 1920s style characterized by setbacks, zigzag forms, and the use of chrome and plastic ornamentation.  New York's Chrysler Building and Miami's South Beach area are architectural examples.
Answer: Art Deco
10
10



Name the following Supreme Court cases from descriptions.


Tossup #43. 1819 - The Court ruled that a charter is a contract which the Constitution protects against state legislative interference.
Answer: Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward
10
10
Tossup #44. 1919 - The Court ruled that the government cannot restrict freedom of speech unless the speech creates a "clear and present danger".
Answer: Schenk v. United States
10
10
Tossup #45. 1962 - The Court ruled that states could not require students to recite a prayer in public schools.
Answer: Engle v. Vitale
10
10
Tossup #46. 1824 - The Court Ruled that states may not, through legislative acts, interfere with the power of the Federal Government to regulate commerce.
Answer: Gibbons v. Ogden
10
10



Given a Greek god, name his or her Roman counterpart.


Tossup #47. Hermes
Answer: Mercury
10
10
Tossup #48. Ares
Answer: Mars
10
10
Tossup #49. Cronus
Answer: Saturn
10
10
Tossup #50. Hades
Answer: Pluto
10
10
Tossup #51. Demeter
Answer: Ceres
10
10



Name these U.S. Olympic swimmers given their exploits at the 1996 Games,.


Tossup #52. Despite not winning anything in 1996, this 4-time women’s medalist from 1992 got on television when she was interviewed as the bomb went off in Centennial Park.
Answer:  Janet Evans
10
10
Tossup #53. He fought off asthma and his longtime Michigan rival to win the 400 meter Intermediate Medley.
Answer:  Tom Dolan
10
10
Tossup #54. The most decorated American in any sport at the games was this swimmer who won four golds.
Answer:  Amy Van Dyken
10
10





